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Appendix A

This appendix contains the processed transducer signals from the 11 (Cobra) telescopic sighting unit (TSU) tests with inertia reels and without airbags.

These include eight tests (LX6196 - LX6204) conducted during the first phase of testing and three tests (LX6274 - LX6276) which were run in the second phase.

Figures A-1 thru A-11 show the sled acceleration pulses and computed velocity and jerk signals for the 11 tests.

Figures A-12 thru A-22 display available components and resultants head linear accelerations.

Figures A-23 thru A-33 display the head roll acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

Figures A-34 thru A-44 show the head pitch acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

Figures A-45 thru A-55 display the amounts of belt extension and the computed velocities and accelerations.
Appendix A

1. LX6196
2. LX6197
3. LX6198
4. LX6199
5. LX6200
6. LX6201
7. LX6203
8. LX6204
9. LX6274
10. LX6275
11. LX6276
Figure A-1. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6196.
Figure A-2. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6197.
Figure A-3. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6198.
Figure A-4. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6199.
Figure A-5. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6200.
Figure A-6. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6201.
Figure A-7. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6203.
Figure A-8. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6204.
Figure A-9. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6274.
Figure A-12. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6196.
Figure A-13. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6197.
Figure A-14. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6198.
Figure A-15. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6199.
Figure A-16. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6200.
Figure A-17. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6201.
Figure A-18. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6203.
Figure A-19. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6204.
Figure A-20. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6274.

Test: LX6274

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Maxima</th>
<th>Minima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gx</td>
<td>42.4 G</td>
<td>-78.4 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gy</td>
<td>10.3 G</td>
<td>-6.8 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gz</td>
<td>44.9 G</td>
<td>-37.5 G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Peak** = 86.9 G
- **H.I.C.** = 498
- **T1** = 136.0 ms
- **T2** = 150.6 ms
Figure A-21. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6275.
Figure A-22. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6276.
Figure A-23. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6196.
Figure A-24. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6197.
Figure A-25. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6198.
Figure A-26. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6199.
Test: LX6200

maxima: 397 rad/s/s 1.1 rad/s 0 deg

minima: -387 -3.4 -10

Figure A-27. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6200.
Figure A-28. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6201.
Figure A-29. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6203.
Figure A-30. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6204.
Figure A-31. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6274.
Figure A-32. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6275.
Figure A-33. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6276.
Figure A-34. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6196.
Figure A-35. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6197.
Figure A-36. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6198.
Figure A-37. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6199.
Figure A-38. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6200.
Figure A-39. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6201.
Test: LX6203

maxima: 6507 rad/s/s 28.2 rad/s 29 deg

minima: -10462 -50.5 -106 deg

---

Figure A-40. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6203.
Figure A-41. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6204.
Figure A-42. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6274.
Figure A-43. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6275.
Figure A-44. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6276.
Figure A-45. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6196.
Figure A-46. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6197.
Figure A-47. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6198.
Figure A-48. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6199.
Figure A-49. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6200.
Figure A-50. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6201.
Figure A-51. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6203.
Figure A-52. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6204.
Test: **LX6274**

maxima:
- 3.6 cm
- 1.02 m/s
- 11.7 G

minima:
- -0.3
- -0.32
- -9.7

Figure A-53. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6274.
Figure A-54. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6275.
Figure A-55. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6276.
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Appendix B

This appendix contains the processed transducer signals from the 11 AH-64 (Apache) optical relay tube (ORT) tests with inertia reels and without airbags.

These include 10 tests (LX6208 - LX6217) conducted during the first phase of testing and one test (LX6277) which were run in the second phase.

Figures B-1 thru B-11 show the sled acceleration pulses and computed velocity and jerk signals for the 11 tests.

Figures B-12 thru B-22 display components and resultants head linear accelerations.

Figures B-23 thru B-33 display the head roll acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

Figures B-34 thru B-44 show the head pitch acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

No belt extension signals were available for these tests.
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1. LX6208
2. LX6209
3. LX6210
4. LX6211
5. LX6212
6. LX6213
7. LX6214
8. LX6215
9. LX6216
10. LX6217
11. LX6277
Figure B-1. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6208.
Figure B-2. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6209.
Figure B-3. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6210.
Figure B-4. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6211.
Figure B-5. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6212.
Figure B-6. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6213.
Figure B-7. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6214.
Figure B-8. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6215.
Figure B-9. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6216.
Figure B-10. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6217.
Test: LX6277
maxima: 8.93 G 10.83 m/s 703 G/s
minima: -.26 .00 -166

Figure B-11. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6277.
Figure B-12. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6208.
Figure B-13. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6209.
Figure B-14. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6210.
Figure B-15. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6211.
Figure B-16. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6212.
Figure B-17. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6213.
Figure B-18. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6214.
Figure B-19. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6215.
Figure B-20. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6216.
Figure B-21. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6217.
Figure B-22. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6277.
Figure B-23. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6208.
Figure B-24. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6209.
Figure B-25. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6210.
Figure B-26. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6211.
Figure B-27. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6212.
Figure B-28. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6213.
Figure B-29. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6214.
Figure B-30. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6215.
Figure B-31. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6216.
Figure B-32. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6217.
Figure B-33. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6277.
Figure B-34. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6208.
Figure B-35. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6209.
Figure B-36. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6210.
Figure B-37. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6211.
Figure B-38. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6212.
Figure B-39. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6213.
Figure B-40. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6214.
Figure B-41. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6215.
Figure B-42. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6216.
Figure B-43. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6217.
Figure B-44. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6277.
Appendix C

This appendix contains processed transducer signals from 11 tests where an airbag was mounted below the gunsight to supplement the standard restraint system in the Cobra and Apache.

These include five Cobra tests (LX6269 thru LX6273) and six Apache tests (LX6278 thru LX6283) which were all conducted in the second phase of testing.

Figures C-1 thru C-11 show the sled acceleration pulses and computed velocity and jerk signals for the 11 tests. Note for test LX6269, the sled pulse was the only transducer signal that was available for processing.

Figures C-12 thru C-21 display components and resultant head linear accelerations.

Figures C-22 thru C-31 display the head roll acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

Figures C-32 thru C-41 show the head pitch acceleration signals and computed angular velocities and displacements.

Figures B-42 thru A-51 display the amounts of belt extension and the computed velocities and accelerations.
Appendix C

1. LX6269
2. LX6270
3. LX6271
4. LX6272
5. LX6273
6. LX6278
7. LX6279
8. LX6280
9. LX6281
10. LX6282
11. LX6283
Test: LX6269

maxima: 23.98 G 6.27 m/s 1856 G/s
minima: -0.84 0.00 -1577

Figure C-1. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6269.
Figure C-2. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6270.
Figure C-3. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6271.
Figure C-4. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6272.
Figure C-5. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6273.
Figure C-6. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6278.
Test: LX6279

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maxima</th>
<th>Minima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jerk (G/s)</td>
<td>7.13 G</td>
<td>-0.42 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velocity (m/s)</td>
<td>9.33 m/s</td>
<td>0.00 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceleration (G)</td>
<td>601 G/s</td>
<td>-205 G/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C-7. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6279.
Figure C-8. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6280.
Figure C-9. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6281.
Figure C-10. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6282.
Figure C-11. Sled acceleration signal and its computed velocity and jerk for test LX6283.
Figure C-12. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6270.
Test: LX6271  

maxima: 6.4 Gx 5.6 Gy 5.0 Gz  
minima: -27.4 -7.0 -33.9  

Time: 0 200 (ms)  

Figure C-13. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6271.
Figure C-14. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6272.
Figure C-15. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6273.
Figure C-16. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6278.
Test: LX6279

maxima: 0.9 Gx, 1.5 Gy, 5.4 Gz

minima: -10.4, -2.8, -14.3

Peak = 14.6 G
H.I.C. = 35
T1 = 54.5 ms
T2 = 390.3 ms

Figure C-17. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6279.
Test: LX6280
maxima: 8.2 Gx 11.2 Gy 16.7 Gz
minima: -191.7 Gy -28.5 Gz -82.4 Gz

Figure C-18. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6280.
Figure C-19. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6281.
Figure C-20. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6282.
Figure C-21. Three components and resultant of the linear head acceleration for test LX6283.
Figure C-22. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6270.
Figure C-23. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6271.
Figure C-24. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6272.
Figure C-25. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6273.
Figure C-26. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6278.
Figure C-27. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6279.
Figure C-28. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6280.
Figure C-29. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6281.
Figure C-30. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6282.
Figure C-31. Head roll angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6283.
Figure C-32. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6270.
Figure C-33. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6271.
Figure C-34. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6272.
Figure C-35. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6273.
Test: LX6278

maxima: 775 rad/s/s 7.6 rad/s 36 deg

minima: -722 - .4 deg 0

Figure C-36. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6278.
Figure C-37. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6279.
Figure C-38. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6280.
Figure C-39. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6281.
Figure C-40. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6282.
Figure C-41. Head pitch angular acceleration, velocity, and displacement signals for test LX6283.
Figure C-42. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6270.
Figure C-43. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6271.
Figure C-44. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6272.
Figure C-45. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6273.

Test: LX6273
maxima: 24.8 cm 6.43 m/s 49.1 G
minima: -.3 -3.49 -23.2

Time: 0 320 400 (ms)
Test: LX6278

maxima: 5.5 cm, 1.02 m/s, 10.6 G

minima: -1.5, -1.68, -12.2

Figure C-46. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6278.
Figure C-47. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6279.
Figure C-48. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6280.
Figure C-49. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6281.
Figure C-50. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6282.
Figure C-51. Amount of belt extension and the velocity and acceleration of extension for test LX6283.